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The perfect guide for both seasoned and novice seaglunkers, The Sea Glass Hunter's Handbook

reveals how to locate the best beaches and predict optimum conditions; understand coastal access

laws; determine the personal and professional value of sea glass' and identify the source of

individual fragments. Sea glass connects civilization and nature, often in surprising ways. This guide

investigates how tiny bits of glass and ceramic have engaged generations of avid collectors

throughout the world.
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Sea Glass Hunter's Handbook The perfect gift and guide for both novice and seasoned collectors.

Inside you'll find information on the best ways to search for sea glass, explanations of sea glass

origins, a sea glass dictionary, personal stories from experts about their favorite finds, and a list of

some of the best beaches around the globe. -Curt Ebbesmeyer, www.westcoastseaglass.comWhen

C.S. Lambert talks about sea glass, enthusiasts stop seaglunking (that's hunting for sea glass to the

uninitiated) and listen intently. Her previous books, A Passion for Sea Glass and Sea Glass

Chronicles, continue to be best sellers for Down East Books. And her latest work, The Sea Glass

Hunter's Handbook, is packed with gems of advice (including a sea glass dictionary!) about

searching for gems of the sea-tossed variety. Now Lambert graciously shares a few more shards of

her sea glass wisdom. . . . -Catherine Owsianiecki, Examiner.com, Balitimore, MD 11/2/2010



I bought this for my wife as a gift a few years ago. We live a block away from the ocean and

whenever we go to the beach she spends hours finding shells and sea glass. I thought she would

really like this. I find myself reading it more than her. We leave it on our coffee table and our friends

always look through it when they come over.

I gave this book the highest mark since it was better than expected and was very well done with a

beautiful and quality cover and materials. This was the perfect gift for my wife as she has been

collecting sea glass for many years, but I had never seen anything like this book, so it was a great

fine with very nice quality materials. I would recommend this book for anyone interested in the sea

and especially walking on the seashore.

Can't really rate this as I gave it as a gift. Skimming throughit before I gave it showed some really

beautiful pictures.

My cousin and her kids are really into hunting sea glass. They have pounds and pounds of the stuff.

We were sifting through the stuff and found some interesting pieces and started to wonder where

they could be from. This book was very informative. We found out a lot about the different colors

and what is rare and what are plain beer bottles. It really made the kids' imagination get stimulated.

They had found marbles and we found out that they are very rare and what they were used for.

They were thrilled. Good book if this is your hobby!

Enjoyed reading this book. I liked the helpful hints regarding how to find beach class. It's a small

book but looks sweet on my coffer table :)

A fantastic little handbook. A must have for anyone interested seriously in searching sea glass all

over the world. Gives a wonder list of beaches and places all over the United States and other

countries to find sea glass for your collection. Great if planning a vacation so you know ahead of

time exactly where to go and find sea glass. Small book makes it easy for traveling.

It gave me a lot of information on how to search for sea glass

This book is so helpful for the beginner or professional sea glass hunters...I use it all the time! It

gives so much information that is useful and good guidance. I happen to live in a place with a large



wealth of sea glass...great book!
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